98F: Student Facilitated Course
Abbreviated Title: Student-Taught Course
Units: 1-4 (departments may restrict to fewer units)
Description: Student-facilitated (taught) course intended for lower division students.
Learning Activity: Variable.
Contact hours: 1-4 per week (departments may restrict to fewer).
Grading: Pass/No Pass only
Restrictions (consent, restrictions on enrollment, and prerequisites): No Repeat Credit. Otherwise, up to each department to decide, but the restrictions should be consistent with the lower/upper division classification of the course and hence not be the same for 98F and 198F.
No GE
Regularity: Irregularly/On Demand
Instructor: Staff
Summary Of Course Contents: A course taught by undergraduate students under the supervision of a faculty mentor, who serves as the instructor of record. Course contents and structure vary.
Illustrative Reading: Varies by topic.
Final Examination Requirement: None
Justification Of Units: Units are determined in accordance with the Carnegie rule (one unit = 30 hours of work per quarter).
Potential Course Overlap: None

198F: Student Facilitated Course
Abbreviated Title: Student-Taught Course
Units: 1-4 (departments may restrict to fewer units)
Description: Student-facilitated (taught) course intended for upper division students.
Learning Activity: Variable.
Contact hours: 1-4 per week (departments may restrict to fewer).
Grading: Pass/No Pass only
Restrictions (consent, restrictions on enrollment, and prerequisites): No Repeat Credit. Otherwise, up to each department to decide, but the restrictions should be consistent with the lower/upper division classification of the course and hence not be the same for 98F and 198F. Upper division standing may be an appropriate restriction for 198F.
No GE
Regularity: Irregularly/On Demand
Instructor: Staff
Summary Of Course Contents: A course taught by undergraduate students under the supervision of a faculty mentor, who serves as the instructor of record. Course contents and structure vary.
Illustrative Reading: Varies by topic.
Final Examination Requirement: None
Justification Of Units: Units are determined in accordance with the Carnegie rule (one unit = 30 hours of work per quarter).
Potential Course Overlap: None

199FA: Student Facilitated Course Development
Abbreviated Title: Student-Taught Course Dev
Units: 1-4 (departments may restrict to fewer units)
Description: Under the supervision of a faculty member, an undergraduate student plans and develops the course they will teach under 98F/198F.
Learning Activity: Variable.
Contact hours: 1-4 per week (departments may restrict to fewer).
Grading: Pass/No Pass only
Restrictions (consent, restrictions on enrollment, and prerequisites): No Repeat Credit. Otherwise, up to each department to decide, but the restrictions should be consistent with the fact that the students taking this class will be teaching a course in the major. Hence, upper division standing in the major would be appropriate in most cases.
No GE
Regularity: Irregularly/On Demand
Instructor: Staff
Summary Of Course Contents: Students intending to teach a course 98F/198F work with a faculty mentor, who serves as the instructor of record, to develop and plan the course they will offer, typically in the quarter immediately following the one in which they are enrolled in course 199FA.
Illustrative Reading: Varies by topic.
Final Examination Requirement: None
Justification Of Units: The student instructor is expected to meet for at least one hour each week with the faculty mentor (who is also the instructor of record for the course 98F or 198F) to discuss the course and receive constructive feedback and suggestions from the faculty mentor. The number of units is determined by the number of hours of work by the student in accordance with the Carnegie rule (one unit = 30 hours of work per quarter). It is expected that one or two units will be appropriate and sufficient in most cases, but regardless of the total number of units, a minimum of 10 hours per quarter will be devoted to meetings between the student and instructor to discuss plans for the course to be led by the student.
Potential Course Overlap: None

199FB: Student Facilitated Teaching
Abbreviated Title: Student Teaching
Units: 1-4 (departments may restrict to fewer units)
Description: STU FAC. Under the supervision of a faculty member, an undergraduate student teaches a course under 98F/198F.
Learning Activity: Variable.
Contact hours: 1-4 per week (departments may restrict to fewer).
Grading: Pass/No Pass only
Restrictions (consent, restrictions on enrollment, and prerequisites): No Repeat Credit. Otherwise, up to each department to decide, but at minimum, 199FA must be listed as a prerequisite.
No GE
Regularity: Irregularly/On Demand
Instructor: Staff
Summary Of Course Contents: Students enroll during the same quarter that they are teaching a teaching a 98F or 198F course. Course 199FB provides academic credit to the student instructor for delivery of the course and associated preparation.
Illustrative Reading: Varies by topic.
Final Examination Requirement: None
Justification Of Units: The student instructor is expected to meet for at least one hour each week with the faculty mentor (who is also the instructor of record for the course 98F or 198F) to discuss the course and receive constructive feedback and suggestions from the faculty mentor. The number of units is determined by the number of hours of work by the student in accordance with the Carnegie rule (one unit = 30 hours of work per quarter). It is expected that one or two units will be appropriate and sufficient in most cases, but regardless of the total number of units, a minimum of 10 hours per quarter will be devoted to meetings between the student and instructor.
Potential Course Overlap: None